Outlaw Camp Bulletin
April 14, 2018
Here we go again! Congratulations to those who managed a clean match on the Second Saturday shoot,
Wind Slinger, Wild Big Bill, Stumpman, Hot Shot Cotton and Arkansas Drifter. No clean matches on our
Fifth Saturday shoot. Our Fourth Saturday shoot 3-24 had two clean shooters Fired Up Fannie Sue and
Tombstone Shadow. Outrider and Chickalah Slim have been doing our stage writing for the Second and
Fourth Saturday shoots respectively.
Spring may finally be close. Shoots everywhere! We want to wish all our group headed out to “Land Run”
good luck!
Having two or three shoots a month here at Outlaw Camp they all sometimes seem to run together. I
guess that’s because they are all fun!
With the better weather we have made more progress on range improvements. A big THANKS to Pepper
Pete, Stumpman, Cajun Bandit, Red River Ralph and Nichols Creek. If you enjoy being able to take a little
rest on the new benches along the firing line and having your brass a little cleaner when delivered to the
unloading table, you can thank Cornbread Dan. We have more projects planned and will be announcing
more workdays in the future. There are other members who do work behind the scenes that is just as
important as construction and we thank them also, it takes everyone to make things go. We would like to
get most of our construction projects completed prior to hot summer weather so we can concentrate on
finishing touches for “Mayhem on the Mountain”, it will be here soon!

Ozark Red is doing better after her accident Saturday morning while we were getting ready for
our shoot. She had a blood pressure drop while trying to pour a cup of coffee. In the process of
trying to sit down in the floor, (before she fell), she managed to pour the whole carafe of hot
coffee in her face. She is sitting here now watching the Country Music Awards with a swollen face
and getting ready to change the dressing on her burns. Thanks for the calls and e-mails expressing
concern for her welfare. Thanks to those who stepped up to run things at the shoot in our
absence.
Spread the word as you travel around, let’s make the return of “Mayhem on the Mountain” a
memorable shoot. Entry forms may be downloaded on our web-site www.outlawcamp.com just
go to the Calendar page.
I talked to Arkansas Harper this afternoon, he is on his way home, he has some good stories about
shooting the Nebraska State Championship this last weekend. It takes a real cowboy to shoot in
27 degree weather with wind gusts up to 25 MPH. Congratulations to him for managing a clean
match, second in category and in the top twenty overall. He did what a lot of us would like to do.

He left in Jan. and has shot in Arizona, California, Oregon, Washington, North Dakota, South
Dakota and Nebraska, maybe more.
Last year due to our 4th Sat. shoot in May conflicting with “Smokin’ Guns at Rabbit Ridge” we
cancelled it and made it up on our June Fifth Saturday shoot. We can do that again this year or
have it as scheduled if someone wants to step up to run it. Please Let Tombstone Shadow or me
know if you want to do it!
Look for e-mail notification from Pepper Pete about workdays!
Remember June -August we go on our summer schedule with shooter mtg. 9:00 shoot to follow,
relaxed dress code, no lunch, six stages straight through. Bring a snack if you need it. We try to
finish up 12:30 or 1:00.
I am winding down, things to do. Again to everyone shooting ”Land Run” this weekend, good
luck, travel safe, have fun and always………..
“KEEP’EM POINTED DOWN RANGE”

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest:
Apr. 28 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” 4th Sat. Outlaws shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

May 12 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

May 19 Sat.

Probable Work Day “Outlaw Camp” Stay tuned!

May 26 Sat.

??????????? ‘Smokin’ Guns at Rabbit Ridge’

Jun. 9 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” Start summer schedule shooter mtg. 9:00 shoot to follow

Jun. 23 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” 4th Sat. Outlaws summer schedule

Jun. 30 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” Fun Fifth Sat.

Oct. 12-14

“Mayhem on the Mountain” The Arkansas State Black Powder Championship

For Other shoots around the state see each clubs respective web-sites
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